Magazine
Strapping Machine
TP-702MGZ
Fully Automatic Magazine Strapping Machine
TP-702MGZ is a high speed fully automatic strapping machine, designed specifically
for the strapping of magazine and other printed media. With its advanced and
precise bundle control, TP-702MGZ can be well adapted to stacker and ensures
bundle integrity.
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TP-702MGZ
Fully Automatic Magazine Strapping Machine
Main Features

Options
Energy saving transit with auto sleep mode

Precise Bundle Control
Automatic 4-side bundle squaring and multi-belt
tabletop design provides precise bundle handling
for a wide range of bundles from 130 mm wide
through 330 mm wide. It secures the integrity
of bundles and meets the demands of variable
applications (magazine, zip sorted bundle, digest,
tabloid, etc.)

Operator friendly low strap sensor (triple lamp)
Low volume bundle bypass
Lower adjustable table height with movable
casters (730 mm – 830 mm)
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Easy access to strapping head (patents
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The whole strapping head can be completely
pulled out during production. With this most
user friendly design, operators can perform
maintenance without pulling out the machine
from the production line.
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Robust & compact mechanical strapping head
with the latest DC brushless motor technology
Automatic tension control for various
bundle dimensions (patents registered)
Siemens PLC control and touch panel
Light tree alarm, dual lamp
Free access to strap guides (patents registered)
Automatic end-strap detection and ejection
Adjustable table height between 800 mm and
900 mm
Very low minimum strap tension, 1 kg only
Fast, tool-less bundle size change

Full Strap srl

TP-702MGZ TECHNICAL DATA
Capacity: up to 42 bundle/minute
(single strapping)
Bundle Size:
max.
min.
Width
330mm
130mm
Length
380mm
180mm
Height
250mm
7mm
Bundle Weight: max. 25 kg
Strap Width: 5 mm, 6 mm or 9mm P.P. strap
Strap Tension: 1-32 kg
Strap Coil: 200 mm (150 mm optional)
Electrical Requirements:
220V, 380V, 400V 50/60Hz 3Phase
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